
 
California based PRL Glass Systems Inc. implements 
FeneVision ERP Software 
 
PRL glass systems Inc. is a family owned business in City of Industry, California. The 
company provides architectural glass and metal products to the glazing 
industry.  Thanks to their customer’s trust and loyalty PRL has been in business for 
22 years and manufactures a wide diversity of complete architectural glass and 
metal products. Among them are all glass entrance doors, aluminum doors, 
aluminum storefronts/curtain walls, glass guardrails/handrails, frameless 
steam/shower enclosures, spandrel glass, custom laminated, tempered and 
fabricated glass, custom wall/vanity mirrors, custom /standard tabletops with 
exotic edges, custom countertops/sink tops as well as artistic sandblasted artwork. 
The company just announced the completion of their newest 98,000 sqf. 
manufacturing facility to add to the existing 150,000 sq. ft. glass/aluminum plants. 
This new building hosts their new state of the art laminated glass production line, 
automatic float and laminated glass cutting lines and an additional tempering oven 
capable of tempering glass up to a size of 96” x 172”. 
The addition of these new massive production lines will make PRL one of the most 
advanced, high volume glass fabricators/manufactures on the west coast. The 
unmatched customer service of PRL and the scale of this investments in 
manufacturing will help the company to maintain industry leadership in offering the 
fastest lead-times in the industry. 
 
David Landeros, CEO of PRL states: “We are convinced that FeneVision ERP is the 
best software solution for our company’s growth. We have been looking for a true 
glass fabricating software for quite some time now and we believe that FeneVision 
ERP is the system we were looking for. I feel very confident that this software 
solution will make us more efficient in many aspects of our business, especially with 
the workflow. This will allow us to be even more productive and we can further 
optimize our lead times. Moreover we are very excited to be able to offer the 
FeneVision web center to our customers. This unique system will be a great tool to 
optimize customer service and will allow our final customers to quote, order online 
or check the status of their orders by means of the Internet.” 
 
Horst Mertes, Vice President of Sales & Marketing for Ohio based FeneTech Inc. 
adds: “We are delighted to help PRL to further improve and optimize their company 
with our modern and integrated FeneVision ERP software. We are sure that PRL will 



appreciate the many highly sophisticated functions our software offers. We realize 
that companies have a choice on the market in terms of existing software packages., 
therefore we are very proud that PRL decided for our product as it will lead them 
into a new era of technology.” 
 
 
 


